
 

Year 5 & 6 

We’ll Meet 
Again 

Geography – using atlases to locate 

major battles in WW2, evacuation 

locations and countries involved. 

Art:   
London Blitz skyline artwork 

Sketching techniques: famous figures 

from WW2 

 
 

Design Technology: 
Design and make a war time menu.  

War time cookery – to explore wartime 

recipes. 

 Maths 
(Y5) Multiplication and division of 

four digit numbers by one digit 

and two digit. Fractions. Decimals 

and percentages.   

(Y6) Decimals: multiplying and dividing 

decimals by integers, converting 

decimals to fractions. 

Percentages: Converting fractions 

 to percentages. Algebra 

English: We are writing letters from 

evacuees and soldiers, diary entries, war 

time poetry, newspaper articles and journeys 

of discovery.  

SPaG: (Y5) Tenses such as the present 

perfect tense, pronouns, relative clauses and 

fronted adverbials. 

(Y6) Using semi-colons and colons in our 

writing, active and passive voice,  
 

 

HISTORY: WW2 – 
 The causes of war, timeline, invasion 

of Europe, how the war affected 

daily life in Britain, food and 

rationing, the Blitz, air raids and the 

blackouts, Brighton in WWII, 

Remembrance Day, the lives of 

children , the Holocaust. 

 

 

RE, EPR, 
Year 5: Mission, Islam, 

Memorial Sacrifice and 

Sacrifice. 

Year 6: Sources, Islam, 

Unity  

 

TAUGHT DISCRETELY 

 

PE: WWII Dance and 

Gymnastics 

Science: (Y6) 
 

Earth and Space (Y5): Describe the movement of 

the Earth and other planets, describe the movement 

of the Sun, describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 

spherical. Use the Earth’s rotation to explain day 

and night.  

Animals including humans (Y6): The heart and the 

circulatory system, the components of blood, 

healthy bodies: diet, exercise and lifestyle.  
 

Computing: 

We are app planners – designing a school  

friendly app. 

We are game developers - developing an 

interactive game.  

Music – WW2 music, morale songs, 

exploring lyrics. 

French 

Introductions, Food and Drink 

linked to rationing. Name 

countries in Europe. Seasons and 

months of year.  


